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Abstract. Test optimization selection is a set cover problem, and heuristic algorithm for set 
covering problem is effective method. A genetic simulated annealing neural network fused 
algorithm was proposed by fusing the genetic algorithm, BP neural network and the simulated 
annealing algorithm, the genetic algorithm global search ability, strong ability of BP neural network 
training algorithm and fast search ability of simulated annealing algorithm were made full use of in 
this algorithm, the phenomenon falling into local optimum was avoided, and also the search 
efficiency and accuracy wad improved, the algorithm is applied to solve the test optimization 
selection problem. Example proves that this algorithm can effectively and quickly obtain test the 
optimal solution of optimization problems. 

Introduction 
In order to optimize the selection, the optimal combination test is chose in all possible 

combination of tests in the system, and the testability index can be met, while the minimum cost, 
include test time and test expense[1][2]. Perspective of mathematics, optimization selection is a test 
set covering problem, but we know set cover problem is a NP problem, when the system is on a big 
scale, to obtain the optimal solution is very difficult[3][4]. At present there are many more effective 
to solve the set covering problem of heuristic algorithm, such as genetic algorithm (GA) and 
simulated annealing algorithm (SA), neural network (ANN), tabu search (TS), ant colony system 
(ACO), etc., but these algorithms have their own advantages and defects, the effect is not ideal to 
solve alone, to complement each other mutual fusion has become the focus of future 
research[5][6][7].  

This article is based on this idea, BP neural network and simulated annealing algorithm and 
introduced on the basis of traditional genetic algorithm, and a genetic simulated annealing neural 
network fusion algorithm has been formed, optimization selection can be solved faster and more 
accurate. 

Fusion algorithm 
Operation process of fusion algorithm  
The operation process of fusion algorithm is shown in Figure 1.  
Extreme value and dead zone analysis of algorithm 
In the process of solving the traditional heuristic algorithm, the maximum and minimum values 

appear easily. These extreme values are very close to the optimal value of algorithm, but the fusion 
algorithm is based on genetic algorithm, and the advantages of genetic algorithm is strong global 
search capability, which can avoid the occurrence of extreme value in the whole search space[8][9]. 
Therefore, the occurrence of extreme value can be avoided in the fusion algorithm can the 
occurrence of extreme value.  

Similarly, the genetic algorithm is good at global search, which can search to every corner of the 
space in the process of search, and the dead zone can be avoided in the fusion algorithm. 

Because of strong global search ability of the genetic algorithm, extreme value and dead zone can 
be avoided, but the disadvantage of slow speed is also caused in the genetic algorithm. Moreover, 
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The BP neural network and simulated annealing algorithm are introduced in the fusion algorithm, 
the search speed can be improved, and the optimal solution can solved quickly and 
effectively[10][11].
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Fig.1. The operation process of fusion algorithm

Simulation and verification 
In order to verify the validity of the algorithm, some system is chose for verification, the 

experiment is carried on the computer of P4 2.8 GMHZ CPU, 2GB memory, and programming 
algorithm is realized on the platform of Matlab7.0. Ten prior faults and fifteen alternative tests exist 
in this system, and the requested fault detection rate and fault isolation rate are 95%. The 
corresponding relation between faults is shown in Table 1. The test cost (time and expense) is 
shown in Table 2.  

Tab.1 Fault and test information correspondence table  

Fault  
Test 

1T  2T  3T  4T  5T  6T  7T  8T  9T  10T  11T  12T  13T  14T  15T  

1S  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 

2S  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

3S  0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 

4S  0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

5S  0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

6S  0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 

7S  1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

8S  1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 

9S  1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

10S  1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Tab.2 Test time and expense table 

Cost 
Test 

1T  2T  3T  4T  5T  6T  7T  8T  9T  10T  11T  12T  13T  14T  15T  
Time 2 1 3 5 1 3 3 2 1 3 4 5 1 2 2 

Expense  300 200 100 100 100 200 300 100 200 200 100 400 100 100 200 
Assuming for different faults, the time and expense of the same test is the same, both time and 

expense per unit time and unit expenses. Parameters of algorithm are set as follows: the population 
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size 20M = , maximum evolution algebra 100G = , crossover probability 0.4sp = , mutation 
probability 0.2cp = , 4000 groups of input data of the function is taken, where 3900 groups of data 
are selected randomly for training network, 100 groups of data are selected randomly for testing 
network performance, predict output and the expected output contrast of BP neural network is 
shown in Figure 2, the best individual changes of fitness in the process of optimization is shown in 
Figure 3. 

 
Fig.2. Predicted output of network 

 
Fig.3. Fitness curve 

The optimal solution can be solved by traditional genetic algorithm and fusion algorithm seen 
from the above table, but fewer iterations and fast solving speed in the fusion algorithm. Moreover, 
the solving speed of simulated annealing algorithm is faster than traditional genetic algorithm, but 
the solved result is worse than the optimal result. 

In order to analyze the effect of solving general optimization selection problem by this algorithm, 
various faults – test are analyzed, and the fault test cost is identical, the coverage of fault test 
generated randomly, the calculated result is shown in Table 4. 
Tab.3 Results contrast of each algorithm                  Tab.4 Results contrast 

Algorithm Optimal test set Test 
cost Iterations 

Traditional 

genetic 

algorithm 

5T , 13T , 14T  4.9 140 

Simulated 

annealing 

algorithm 

2T , 5T , 8T , 13T  5.0 50 

Fusion 

algorithm 
5T , 13T , 14T  4.9 10 

Problem parameter Results contrast 

Candidate 
test 
points 

Faults 
Selective 
test 
points 

Iterations Time(s) 

100 10 2 105 0.2563 
100 10 4 182 0.3568 
100 20 2 162 0.3639 
100 20 4 146 0.3258 
100 40 2 189 0.6938 
100 40 4 175 0.6783 

The results show that the effect solving the general problem by fusion algorithm is good, the 
numbers of iterations is less than 200 times, and the actual time is within 1s usually. 

Conclusions 
As systems become more and more complex, the relationship between fault and test also 

becomes more and more complex, it is necessary for optimization choice in the process of 
testability design. Fusion algorithm proposed in this paper, combining the advantages of genetic 
algorithm, BP neural network and simulated annealing algorithm, local optimal solution is avoided, 
search velocity is also improved, moreover, extreme value and dead zone analyzed.  

The results show that the optimal solution can be quickly solved by the proposed fusion 
algorithm in the optimization selection problem, through the analysis of examples and general 
problem of optimal selection, and the requirements of the testability index can be satisfied, which 
has a certain guiding significance for system designers. 
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